
PAIR™

UNIQUE DESIGN PAIRED 
WITH UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

With PAIR™  we present a unique design paired with unlimited possibilities. 
PAIR is a stacking chair and comes in a mix of veneer and plastic that 
differentiates it from the existing stackable chairs in our collection. PAIR is 
the definition of a light chair; in terms of space, weight and visual noise.
Benjamin Hubert has strived to rethink the term 'classic' when creating PAIR, 
by mixing materials and matching colours. 

Whilst adding Hubert's playful expression and industrial background, PAIR 
is the result of challenging the classics - a process we find fit for our existing 
collection of timeless design. PAIR represents this timelessness through 
superior quality made for extensive use. The quality is supported by the 
chair's primary feature; it's almost endless possibilities for customisation. 
With PAIR you can build up to 80 different varieties of the same chair by 
blending bases, materials, cushions and much more.

DESIGN
Benjamin Hubert, 2016

BENJAMIN HUBERT 1984 -

Born in the UK in 1984, Benjamin Hubert studied at Loughborough 
University and graduated in 2006 in Industrial Design and Technology; he 
founded his studio in 2007 in London. The studio specializes in materials 
driven, process led, industrial design across furniture and lighting sectors 
working with international manufacturers in Europe. 

UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES

The PAIR chair is a tale of materials, textures, light and colour. You can 
customize the different elements and mix & match the different colours and 
materials.  This opens up for endless combinations. . The chair is available 
in 3 different materials: translucent coloured plastic, oak and chrome; in 
4 backrest colours; white, red, black and green and in 3 base colours; 
chrome, black and green. Furthermore, it can be accessorised with cushions 
in 4 different fabrics. 

In total, without the cushion, you can build 80 different chairs.

BACK

SEAT SEAT CUSHION

BASE

BLACK GREEN

WHITE RED

BLACK  COLOURED OAK CANVAS 174

GREEN COLOURED OAK CANVAS 134

OAK UMAMI 2 - 982

UMAMI 2 - 532

BLACK GREEN

CHROME


